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Sonia, Jayne, Mari and the Warrior-women, though never men-
tioned. Warriors, Freedom-fighters of a Profound Generation, fit to
be compared with Douglas, Delaney, Garnet, Tubman, Wells, and
the others: Maroons who never comþromised; walked with Brother
Malcom, survived his marÇrdom, continued; clasping hands with
Baraka, as he spoke bitter truths to Imperial Cowboys pledged to
make our World a smoking tomb . . . The Brothas, Men erect and
firm in maturiÇ, an aging Cadre of visionary scholar-warriors, Bear-
ers of the Burden, now reluctant elders, battle-hardened command-
ers facing Histor¡ a legacy: Strong Men/W'omen, Maroons, waging
protracted Civil War, Together. A generation who survived multipie
assaults from "Fellow Americans," staring out at them through the
rubble and the biers of martyred prophets; walking the landscape
amid ihe poisoned promise of the raped Democracy, as we call to
Ishmael; bury Rosa Parks, Mrs. King, Harold Cruse, all giants,
"Another Day at the Front," August Wilson, June Jordan, James Fore-
man, Lorenzo Thomas, Rob Penny, Octavia Butler. Maroons, Fight-
ing on, in the Long War, Dr. Clarke, Kwame Ture, in your names,
surviving-teaching, preaching, creating Art and Liberation, fight-
ing on, Margaret Walker, Julian Richardson, Gwendolyn Brooks,

|ohn Killens, Kush (Tom Dent), uncompromised; Maroons, a Gen-
eiatíon: the LongWar, marchíng on!

DAVID TRINIDAD

ONE READER

As Adam Kirsch recerrtly wrote, I believe that "the true spirit of liter-
ature . lives oniy in personal encounters between reader and
writer." I need to feel on intimate terms with a poet in order for them
to matter to me. I'm there with James Schuyler on December 28,

rg74, as he listens to Scriabin and drinks Coca-Cola and notes that
the brown fields have "an inward glow / like that of someone of a
frank good nature / whom you trust." I'm there with Emily Dickin-
son as she watches the full moon move around her house,

The privilege to scrutinize

Was scarce upon my Eyes

When, with a Silver practise -
She vaulted out of Gaze -

And i'm there with Sylvia Plath, devastated by the breakup of her
marriage, waking at four a.m. to write "before the baby's cry," and
seeing, through her study windows, that "The wet dawn inks are

doing iheir blue dissolve."

I want poems that speak only to me. That's why the poem in fash-

ion, the poem that claims political relevance, the theory-driven
poem has never swâyed me-it plays to an audience larger than one
reader. "Don't kid yourself," says poet Ed Smith in "Art and Poetry,"
"it's / all about power and control." Don't give me poems that úry to
contribute to ihe larger social good. Give me the unobtrusive, seem-

ingly insignificant, human moment. William Carlos Williams talk-
ing to the gay pompons on his wife's new pink slippers "in my secret
mind / out of pure happiness." May Swenson trying to smoke, with
numb lips, after a visit to the dentist: "My cigarette's // thick as a fin-
ger. / Somebody else's." Joe Brainard drunk and horny and lonely at
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one a.m. on December zz, LgTo,listening to the Supremes and con-
templating a new year with "more room." "This poem doesn't have
much to do wiih 'language,"'he tells us. Don't be fooled. He's giving
us a language experience.

Pablo Neruda writes: "we will understand / little by little / at the
speed of centuries." One reader, one writer at a time. KEITH TUMA

Really the only thing that comes to mind when I see that old Confu-

cian phrase "the rectification of names" is punishment: knuckles

rapped with a ruler. Now we have an all caps ruler who claims that

he is "a man of my word." Has he looked inio his heart and put his

family and country in order?

Poeiry can at its best promote thoughtfulness and alertness, while

taking pleasure in the ways both strange and beautiful that words

work- This has little to do with correctness and authority, and sug-

gests no more necessary a relationship with "social good" than with

the ice cream social. It seems to me that the recent poetry I most

admire, certain poems by Dorn and Raworth, Greenwald and

Mulien, Tom Leonard and others, wants nothing to do with author-

ity, and has little interest in the poet's "crucial role in the Preserva-

tion and renovation of society," to quote a phrase. fu power festers

maybe the only role anylvhere near it worth having is that of iester.

Better to be elsewhere even if that means outside the academies.

I think my favorite poets tend to imagine that if poetry acts upon

the language in a way that does some good in the world it is not by

attempting to purify it but by promoting its vernaculars ås a messy,

living, .rrã1.r, resource. "Knowledge to the utmost," or "the comple-

tion áf knowledge"-say what? I thought we were iust getting started,

the poet rryr, oi "l've had to rearrange their faces and give them all

"noih., 
name." Power is all too eager to be seen to be standing by its

word, and one can claim to be standing by a word while the word is

bullshit. Better to listen to how the word operates and can be made

to operate otherwise and akilter; better to rock than steer the boat.

Meanwhile no genre, not even Poetry, is discrete or privileged: good

iournalism too can let light into a dark room. 
il4.ry
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